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GREAT TEXAS MAGIC FESTIVAL
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YEAR END
SALES EVENT!
SAVE NOW ON

SCREEN ROOMS-SUNROOMS-PATIO COVERS
Some companies say ‘custom’, but in reality you get only a few limited options
to choose from – you either fit into their glass box or you don’t! When we say
custom, we mean built from the ground up to meet your exact specifications.

And our sunrooms are rock-solid – built in Texas for Texas weather!
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David Knight appears to be about to plunge a sword into his wife, Kylie,
trapped inside a box, as part of Wylie’s “Night of Wonder.”

‘Wonder’ acts
wow crowd

W

ylie, in conjunction with the
Dallas Magic Clubs, presented
The Great Texas Magic Festival
in Wylie Oct. 25-29. The week ended Oct.
29 with a show, “Night of Wonder,” that
featured seven illusion acts, following Wylie’s annual trick-or-treat event, Boo on
Ballard. Thousands brought their kids
downtown to collect candy from merchants, and many stayed downtown to see
the family-friendly show.

Ava Byers, 9, winner of the 2014 Texas Association of Magicians junior
event, was sidekick to Mayor Eric
Hogue, the master of ceremonies.
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SAVE
15%

before November 30, 2015!
0% FINANCE OPTIONS AVAILABLE
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* Not valid with any other offer, discount coupon nor on
current or prior sales. Discount available only during initial consultation. Credit approval required for financing.
Different lending institutions have different programs
and rates. Ask your representative for details.

(214) 919-0592

DN-1472079-05

2430 LACY LANE, #102, CARROLLTON, TX 75006

Above: Susan Stephens, wife of Wylie
Mayor Pro Tem Keith Stephens, trusses up Fred Becker as he prepared to
perform an escape illusion.
Left: Trigg Watson opened the show
and kept the audience guessing as he
captured a bubble and turned it into
a crystal ball.

